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Abstract – As one of the most useful methods in electro-
magnetic interference (EMI) diagnosis, near-field (NF)
scanning is widely used in electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) evaluation of complex devices under test (DUTs).
In this paper, a two-stage plane adaptive sampling algo-
rithm is proposed to reduce the acquisition time in the
process of NF scanning and to make reconstruction of
the radiation source more efficient. The sampling method
is based on the region self-growth algorithm and the
Voronoi subdivision principle, significantly reducing the
number of NF samples in the stage of solving the radi-
ation source model through uniform and non-uniform
two-stage sampling. Two experiments were conducted
to verify the correctness and effectiveness by comparing
with the traditional uniform sampling method.

Index Terms – adaptive sampling, LOLA-Voronoi, near-
field (NF) scanning, region self-growth, source recon-
struction.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing integration of modern electronic

systems, more electronic components with higher fre-
quency are integrated in smaller areas. The indenting of
the distance between components makes the entire inte-
grated circuit in a complex electromagnetic environment,
and the electromagnetic interference (EMI) problems
within and between systems are increasing. To solve the
problem of EMI, it is necessary to locate the source of
EMI. The continuous development of EMI source local-
ization benefits from the uninterrupted improvement of
electromagnetic radiation source reconstruction theory.
From the original Huygens principle to the present,
various radiation source reconstruction methods such as
equivalent Huygens source [1–4] and equivalent dipole
moment model [5–9] have been derived. The realization
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of these methods requires the collection of radiation
field information on the plane close to the real radia-
tion source. Therefore, the electromagnetic near-field
(NF) scanning system is also generated. In the past
decade, the electromagnetic NF scanning system has
played an increasingly important role in evaluating the
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) characteristics of
integrated circuits, locating EMI sources, and efficiently
reconstructing radiation sources. However, with the
rapid developing of the integrated circuit industry and
demand for compressing measurement time, the issue
of NF scanning time is to be improved. Meanwhile,
the NF sampling efficiency is seriously affected as the
NF scanning probe itself will interfere with the NF
distribution [10, 11] and cannot measure a single field
component directly, and it requires various calibration
and compensation techniques [12, 13].

To improve NF sampling efficiency, researchers are
dedicated to accelerating the scanning process [14–27].
[19] proposes an adaptive sampling strategy based on a
region growing algorithm, which identified regions with
drastic changes in the NF on the basis of roughly uni-
form sampling, and then densely and uniformly sampled
these regions. [20] proposes a sequential spatial adaptive
sampling algorithm to achieve fast and accurate NF mea-
surement based on the NF distribution characteristics of
the scan plane.

During the author’s work and research for construct-
ing typical chip packages based on high-frequency elec-
tromagnetic theory of chip packaging, as well as EMC
analysis using near-field scan technology, based on the
region self-growth algorithm [19] and Voronoi subdivi-
sion principle [28, 29], this paper proposes a two-stage
planar adaptive NF scanning algorithm, which solves
the problem that the NF data acquisition time is too
long in the process of NF scanning, and can efficiently
image radiation sources in high-speed integrated cir-
cuit boards. In order to verify the proposed sampling
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algorithm, two practical cases were conducted using this
method. The results show that the method can identify
multiple radiation sources effectively and determine the
area with intense radiation field transformation. Further-
more, It can accurately predict the near-field distribution
of radiation sources at the scanning plane, and has good
sampling and modeling performance.

II. TWO-STAGE PLANE ADAPTIVE
SAMPLING ALGORITHM

With the increasing integration and power consump-
tion of high-speed digital/analog chips, the current den-
sity inside the chip doubles and the number of the radia-
tion sources is on the rise. Usually, more intensive sam-
pling is required to restore the actual NF distribution,
which consumes the massive sampling cost by collect-
ing massive sampling point information. If we only focus
the areas with significant NF variations, under-sampling
may occur. Therefore, we propose a two-stage planar
adaptive sampling algorithm, illustrated in Fig. 1, to deal
with the trade-off between these two conflicting issues.
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Fig. 1. Process of the two-stage plane adaptive sampling 

algorithm. 

 

The connected domain in Fig. 1 refers to the initial 

region that needs to be carefully sampled according to 

the gradient calculation. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the 
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following four steps 
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field changes smoothly. 
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The connected domain in Fig. 1 refers to the initial
region that needs to be carefully sampled according to
the gradient calculation. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the

proposed sampling method mainly includes the follow-
ing four steps

1) Determine the sampling surface and sampling
interval according to the operating frequency and size
of the device under test (DUT), and perform an initial
rough uniform sampling with a larger sampling inter-
val. Specifically determined according to the following
rules [19]:

a) Sampling surface size: Make sure that the ampli-
tude of the tangential electric field component at
the edge of the sampling surface is less than 40
dB of the maximum electric field component ampli-
tude on the entire sampling surface. In fact, this
criterion is not fixed and can be adjusted appropri-
ately according to the sampling accuracy. However,
a higher threshold means larger sampling surfaces
and more sampling points. Therefore, we choose 40
dB as the threshold to determine the size of the sam-
pling surface.

b) Sampling interval: Generally speaking, there is no
uniform standard to determining the sampling inter-
val, which is often set according to the size of the
sampling surface and the number of required sam-
pling points, and is often set according to test expe-
rience. However, it should be noted that the sam-
pling interval needs to satisfy the Nyquist spatial
sampling criterion.

2) The data obtained from the initial uniform sam-
pling is used in the optimized region self-growth algo-
rithm to identify the central source point with drastic
changes in the near field. From this source point, deter-
mine the area used for non-uniform sampling (referred to
as the refinement area) and carry out reasonable regional
expansion and regularization.

3) Sample the refinement area non-uniformly with
the LOLA-Voronoi adaptive division method, and the
sampling points are increased according to the preset
number. In order to know NF information of all the
sample points during the new sampling process using
the LOLA-Voronoi method, the Kriging interpolation
method should be used.

4) Gather the sampling point information obtained
in the two stages, and use the Kriging interpolation
method to restore the electromagnetic field distribution
of the NF plane. Meanwhile, compare and analyze the
advantages and disadvantages of the traditional dense
uniform sampling method and the two-stage plane adap-
tive sampling algorithm in restoring the NF. Finally, cal-
culate the relative error.

The two-stage plane adaptive sampling algorithm
can densely sample in the area where the NF changes
sharply, and it can roughly sample in the area where the
field changes smoothly.
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III. AUXILIARY SAMPLING ALGORITHM
From Section II, the core of high-efficiency and

high-precision NF scanning is the two-stage plane adap-
tive sampling algorithm, which is mainly composed of
the region self-growth optimization algorithm and the
LOLA-Voronoi adaptive division algorithm. This section
focuses on the two proposed algorithms, and calculates
the relative error.

A. Region self-growth optimization algorithm
The proposed region self-growth algorithm for NF

scanning sampling is evolved from the region growing
method, which is used to segment infrared images, and
its basic principle is to perform data segmentation based
on the similarity of current amplitude values. In the pro-
cess of determining the growing point, it is prone to get-
ting stuck in a local optimal solution due to an unrea-
sonable threshold setting during algorithm iteration. The
innovation point of this algorithm is the optimization of
the region self-growth algorithm and the way to deter-
mine the connected domain. The specific steps are as fol-
lows:

1) Determination of seed points: Solve the directional
derivative of the discretized NF data obtained in
the initial uniform sampling stage. The direction is
from the point to be calculated to the adjacent point.
For edge sampling points without adjacent points in
some directions, the adjacent points in these direc-
tions are defaulted to 0. If all directional derivatives
of the point to be solved are negative, the point is
regarded as a seed point.

2) Region merging and regularization: First, assuming
that the data obtained by NF sampling is the tangen-
tial electric field value E, the adjacent points of the
seed point in the ϕ direction are denoted as Eϕ , and
the ratio is calculated:

R( f ) =
∣∣∣∣E −E f

E

∣∣∣∣ . (1)

If the absolute value of the minimum value among
all the ratios of the seed points is less than the parame-
ter d (0 < d < 1, d directly determines the number of
growing points), the adjacent points in the direction of
the corresponding minimum value are taken as growing
points. Second, the growing point is incorporated into
the seed point set as a new seed point, and the above pro-
cess is repeated until all the initial rough sampling points
are traversed. Then, the connected domain will be deter-
mined according to the obtained set of seed points, that
is, a new sampling area will be determined with the seed
point as the center and the surrounding adjacent points
as the boundary. If the determined area overlaps to form
an irregular shape area, the boundary point is appropri-
ately expanded outward to form a regular rectangular

area. Its purpose is to prevent the problem of repeated
sampling when using the LOLA-Voronoi adaptive divi-
sion method for non-uniform sampling, and at the same
time, the appropriate expansion of the area based on the
seed point is conducive to restoring the area with sharp
changes in the NF with higher accuracy and improving
the accuracy of NF restoration.

The value of the above-mentioned parameter d is
usually set to 0.1 initially, and is increased in steps
of 0.05 until the identified growing point no longer
increases.

B. LOLA-Voronoi adaptive division method
The algorithm mainly includes two parts. One part

is Voronoi tessellation, which is an intuitive method to
describe the grid density. By dividing polygons, the key
areas to be studied are covered as evenly as possible. The
other part is LOLA, which is mainly used to evaluate
the intensity of nonlinearity at each node in the key area,
and then serves as the criterion for dividing the polygon
density.

Voronoi tessellation method is essentially a space-
filling algorithm. A group of continuous polygons is
determined according to the way that one node corre-
sponds to one Voronoi cell, and then the area size of each
Voronoi cell is estimated according to the Monte Carlo
method. New grid points are selected according to the
area size; that is, the area size of the Voronoi cell deter-
mines the division density of the area around the node.
The edge of the continuous polygon is the vertical bisec-
tor of the line segment connected by adjacent nodes. The
method is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Voronoi schematic.

In Fig. 2, tn(n = 1,2, . . . ,N) represents the Monte
Carlo test point, and xm(m = 1,2, . . . ,M) represents the
existing grid node. The area of the polygon where the
node x1 is located is the largest. According to the princi-
ple of space filling of the Voronoi tessellation method, a
new grid node needs to be determined in the Voronoi cell
where x1 is located.

In Fig. 2, T{t1, tn, · · · , tN} is a random, uniformly
distributed Monte Carlo test point set. By filling enough
test points in each Voronoi unit, the area of each irregular
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polygon can be estimated. For each test point, (2) needs
to be satisfied:

∥tn − xm∥ ≤ ∥tn − xm′∥ ,m ̸= m′. (2)
That is, to determine the Monte Carlo test point set

in each Voronoi unit, it is necessary to calculate the dis-
tance between the test point tn and each node xm, and
then assign the test point to the nearest node xm.

The Voronoi tessellation method completes the eval-
uation of the density of the global region, and in order
to select data points according to the local characteris-
tics of the model, the LOLA method needs to be used.
The key point of LOLA is to complete the evaluation
of local linear features by means of gradient estimation.
The gradient g at node xm needs to be estimated by fitting
the hyperplane of xm and its adjacent nodes. The deter-
mination of the hyperplane requires the use of the least
squares method to ensure that the fitted hyperplane can
pass through the node xm:

x(1)m1 − x(1)m x(2)m1 − x(2)m · · · x(d)m1 − x(d)m

x(1)m2 − x(1)m x(2)m2 − x(2)m · · · x(d)m2 − x(d)m
...

...
...

...
x(1)m2d − x(1)m x(2)m2d − x(2)m · · · x(d)m2d − x(d)m




g(1)m

g(2)m
...

g(d)m




f (xm1)
f (xm2)

...
f
(
xm2d

)


. (3)

Among them, xmi = (x(1)mi ,x
(2)
mi , · · · ,x

(d)
mi ) (i =

1,2, . . . ,2d) is the neighboring data point of xm, f (xmi)
is the model output response value corresponding to the
neighboring data point xmi , d is the number of dimen-
sions, and g = (g(1)m ,g(2)m , · · · ,g(d)m ) is the gradient matrix
of each dimension.

After solving the gradient matrix g, the nonlinearity
near node xm can be obtained by using

O(xm) =
2d

∑
i=1

| f (xmi)− ( f (xm)+g · (xmi − xm)) | . (4)

In this way, the global region division density evalu-
ation and the local nonlinear feature evaluation are com-
pleted, and then the two metric parameters can be com-
prehensively evaluated by

S(xm) =V (xm)+
O(xm)

∑
M
m−1 O(xm)

. (5)

V (xm) represents the size of the Voronoi cell area.
Bring all existing data points into (5), calculate the value
of S(xm), and sort it. The larger the value of S(xm), the
less dense the grid in the field. It is necessary to add
new sampling points to increase the division density.
Repeat the above operations to meet the preset accuracy
requirements.

C. Relative error
In order to better analyze the correctness and effec-

tiveness of the two-stage plane adaptive sampling algo-
rithm, the relative error should be calculated as follows:
First, the traditional uniform sampling and the two-stage
plane adaptive sampling method are used to obtain the
NF samples; then the Kriging interpolation method is
used to restore the electromagnetic field distribution of
the entire NF plane, and the corresponding NF value at
the same position is predicted; finally, compare the pre-
dicted value with the simulated data, solve the MAPE
(Mean Absolute Percentage Error) obtained by these two
sampling methods respectively, and compare the relative
error produced between the two methods.

MAPE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣Eo −Ep

Eo

∣∣∣∣×100%. (6)

In this paper, the NF data studied are all electric
field strength. Therefore, in (6), Eo represents the actual
electric field strength value obtained by electromagnetic
simulation, Ep represents the electric field strength value
predicted by Kriging interpolation method, and n repre-
sents the number of prediction points.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the correctness and effectiveness

of the proposed method, we have studied two practical
cases to verify the performance of the two-stage plane
adaptive sampling algorithm. Both cases are modeled
and simulated by ANSYS HFSS, and the simulation
results are used as the actual NF values for comparison.

A. Dipole antenna model
The first case is dipole equivalent source model, the

equivalent source model commonly used in engineering,
which is a simplification of the current/magnetic current
source model and widely used in the field of NF analysis.
The half-wave dipole is an ideal conductor material with
operating wavelength λ 100 mm, a total length 0.48 λ ,
and a radius λ/200. The half-wave dipole antenna is fed
by a lumped port excitation method, the port size is set to
0.24×(λ/100) mm2, and the distance from the radiation
boundary to the antenna is λ/4, as shown in Fig. 3.
4. 

 

Fig. 4. (a) HFSS model of half-wave dipole antenna and 

(b) integrated port setting method. 

 

    According to the implementation principle of the 
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in the initial rough uniform sampling of the first stage, 
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mm2, the sampling interval is 2 mm, and the sampling 

height is 1 mm. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the 

transient electric field amplitude 𝐸  of the half-wave 

dipole at the NF sampling plane, obtained by simulation. 

 
Fig. 5. Distribution diagram of the transient electric field 

amplitude 𝐸  of the half-wave dipole antenna at the 

sampling plane. 

 

It can be seen from Section II that the two-stage plane 

adaptive sampling algorithm is mainly divided into four 

steps. Figure 6 shows the effect diagram of the work in 

the four steps. 
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Fig. 6. dipole antenna model: (a) Step 1: Initial rough 

uniform sampling; (b) Step 2: Determination of the 

central source point; (c) Step 3: Expansion and 

regularization of the refinement area; (d) Step 4: Non-

uniform sampling of the refinement area. 

 

The two-stage planar adaptive sampling algorithm 

first performs an initial rough uniform sampling with a 

sampling interval of 2 mm, and these sampling points are 

uniformly distributed on the entire NF sampling plane, 

as shown in Fig. 6 (a); secondly, the region self-growth 

optimization algorithm is used to identify the central 

source point with sharp changes in the NF, as shown in 

the red point in Fig. 6 (b); thirdly, the refinement area is 

determined based on this source point, and the 

reasonable area expansion and regularization are carried 

out, as shown in Fig. 6 (c), where the green sampling 

points are the boundaries; then, the LOLA-Voronoi 

adaptive division method is used to conduct non-uniform 
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traditional dense uniform sampling method and the two-
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Fig. 3. (a) HFSS model of half-wave dipole antenna and
(b) integrated port setting method.
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According to the implementation principle of the
proposed two-stage plane adaptive sampling algorithm,
in the initial rough uniform sampling of the first stage,
the size of the NF sampling surface is set to 66 × 114
mm2, the sampling interval is 2 mm, and the sampling
height is 1 mm. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the
transient electric field amplitude E of the half-wave
dipole at the NF sampling plane, obtained by simulation.

4. 
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able area expansion and regularization are carried out, as
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the boundaries; then, the LOLA-Voronoi adaptive divi-
sion method is used to conduct non-uniform sampling
for the refinement area, and eight sampling points are
preset for each refinement area to achieve the purpose
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and the relative errors of the traditional dense uniform
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under uniform sampling, and (d) 2D transient electric
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two-stage plane adaptive sampling method is accurate
and effective in terms of restoration accuracy and the
number of required sampling points.

B. BGA chip model
The second case is a chip with a BGA package struc-

ture with an operating frequency of 2.5 GHz. The pack-
age of the BGA chip consists of four layers, namely the
top layer, the power supply Vdd C1 layer, the power
supply Vss C1 layer, and the bottom layer. The pack-
age size is 9.40 × 9.40 mm2 and the thickness is
0.73152 mm.

Two differential pairs on the chip were selected for
simulation analysis. At the same time, in order to speed
up the simulation, we cut the chip without affecting the
simulation results, and the size after cutting is 4.70 ×
9.40 mm2, as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 10. BGA chip model: (a) Step 1: Initial rough 

uniform sampling; (b) Step 2: Determination of the 

central source point; (c) Step 3: Expansion and 

regularization of the refinement area; (d) Step 4: Non-

uniform sampling of the refinement area. 
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Fig. 9. BGA chip model: (a) Step 1: Initial rough uni-
form sampling, (b) Step 2: Determination of the central
source point, (c) Step 3: Expansion and regularization of
the refinement area, and (d) Step 4: Non-uniform sam-
pling of the refinement area.

the NF, the relative error generated in the refinement area
where the NF changes sharply is 0.0698. Meanwhile,
the number of sampling points required by the two-stage
plane adaptive sampling method is decreased by 74.2%.
Therefore, compared with the traditional uniform sam-
pling method, the proposed sampling method is more
accurate and effective from the perspective of restoration
accuracy and the number of required sampling points.

The number of NF samples required to use the
two-stage planar adaptive sampling algorithm is smaller
when the NF accuracy is similar. Compared with the tra-
ditional uniform sampling method, when the proposed
sampling method samples the half-wave dipole module
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Fig. 10. BGA chip model: (a) 3D transient electric field
distribution map under uniform sampling, (b) 3D tran-
sient electric field distribution map under adaptive sam-
pling, (c) 2D transient electric field distribution map
under uniform sampling, and (d) 2D transient electric
field distribution map under adaptive sampling.

and the BGA chip module, the number of required NF
samples is reduced by 74.4% and 74.2%, respectively.
Therefore, the proposed sampling method can effectively
reduce the number of required NF samples while ensur-
ing the restoration accuracy.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a two-stage plane adaptive NF scan-

ning algorithm is proposed, which solves the problem
of long acquisition time of NF data in the NF scan-
ning process, and can efficiently image the radiation
source in the high-speed integrated circuit board. Based
on the region self-growth optimization algorithm and the
Voronoi subdivision principle, the method significantly
reduces the number of NF scanning points required to
characterize the electromagnetic behavior of the DUT
by means of uniform and non-uniform two-stage sam-
pling, and reconstructs the NF electromagnetic distribu-
tion of the DUT with high resolution by means of Krig-
ing interpolation.

By studying the specific performance of the new
method in the application of NF scanning, this paper
proves the correctness and effectiveness of the two-
stage plane adaptive scanning algorithm in determin-
ing multiple strong radiation sources and accurately
restoring the NF distribution of the DUT. The domi-
nant advantage of the method proposed in this paper is
to significantly reduce the number of NF samples by
nearly 75% in near-field scanning. Therefore, it would

be widely applied in evaluating the EMC characteristics
of integrated circuits, locating EMI sources, and effi-
ciently completing the reconstruction of radiation
sources.
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